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The Sacrifice Of Tamar A Novel
An Unorthodox Match is a powerful and moving novel of faith, love, and acceptance, from author Naomi Ragen, the
international bestselling author of The Devil in Jerusalem. California girl Lola has her life all set up: business degree,
handsome fiancé, fast track career, when suddenly, without warning, everything tragically implodes. After years fruitlessly
searching for love, marriage, and children, she decides to take the radical step of seeking spirituality and meaning far
outside the parameters of modern life in the insular, ultraorthodox enclave of Boro Park, Brooklyn. There, fate brings her
to the dysfunctional home of newly-widowed Jacob, a devout Torah scholar, whose life is also in turmoil, and whose
small children are aching for the kindness of a womanly touch. While her mother direly predicts she is ruining her life,
enslaving herself to a community that is a misogynistic religious cult, Lola’s heart tells her something far more
complicated. But it is the shocking and unexpected messages of her new community itself which will finally force her into
a deeper understanding of the real choices she now faces and which will ultimately decide her fate.
In this rich and compassionate novel, An Observant Wife, Naomi Ragen continues the love story between newly
observant California-girl Leah and ultra-Orthodox widower Yaakov from An Unorthodox Match. From the joy of their
wedding day surrounded by supportive friends and family, Yaakov and Leah are soon plunged into the complex reality of
their new lives together as Yaakov leaves his beloved yeshiva to work in the city, and Leah confronts the often agonizing
restrictions imposed by religious laws governing even the most intimate moments of their married lives. Adding to their
difficulties is the hostility of some in the community who continue to view Leah as a dangerous interloper, questioning her
sincerity and adherence to religious laws and spreading outrageous rumors. In the midst of their heartfelt attempts to
reach a balance between their human needs and their spiritual obligations, the discovery of a secret, forbidden
relationship between troubled teenage daughter Shaindele and a local boy precipitates a maelstrom of life-changing
consequences for all.
The ghost of a real-life historical figure helps elderly Catherine da Costa convince her granddaughters to travel across
Europe with her and helps them find a link between past and present by leaving mysterious journal entries along their
travel route. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
Set in the 1950's in New York City, this is a portrait of a Jewish-American family that glows with affection, tenderness,
and courage when tragedy changes the lives of all who are left behind.
Two brothers are admitted to Jerusalem's Hadassah Hospital with horrific injuries. Their mother, a young American,
devoutly recites Psalms at the bedside, refusing to answer any questions. Brought in to investigate, Detective Bina
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Tzedek follows a winding path that takes her through Jerusalem's Old City, kabbalists, mystical ancient texts, and
terrifying cult rituals, until she finally uncovers the shocking truth. From internationally bestselling author Naomi Ragen,
THE DEVIL IN JERUSALEM is a chilling tale of the paths that so easily lead us astray, and the darkness within us all.
“An unforgettable and artfully crafted romance right down to the very last page.” —Julie Murphy, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Dumplin’ “A romance for the ages. Fresh voices and original predicaments make this one perfect
little novel.” —Stacey Lee, award-winning author of The Downstairs Girl The Sun Is Also a Star meets Outlander in this
vivid, utterly romantic debut novel about two teens who relive their tragic love story over and over until they uncover what
they must do to change their fate. Tamar is a musician, a warrior, a survivor. Fayard? He’s a pioneer, a hustler, a
hopeless romantic. Together, Tamar and Fayard have lived a thousand lives, seen the world build itself up from nothing
only to tear itself down again in civil war. They’ve even watched humanity take to the stars. But in each life one thing
remains the same: their love and their fight to be together. One love story after another. Their only concern is they never
get to see how their story ends. Until now. When they finally discover what it will take to break the cycle, will they be able
to make the sacrifice?
Living in Jerusalem, Elise Margulies fears for the lives of her husband and daughter every day. Then comes the day
when her worst fears come true. Cancer specialist Dr. Jonathan Margulies drives his young daughter home from her
ballet recital. His bullet-ridden car is found empty on the side of the road hours later. Elise, in the last stages of a difficult
pregnancy, desperately calls her grandmother Leah in America for help and unknowingly revives a decades-old oath.
Over five terror and hope-filled days during which ordinary people join the front lines against terrorism, the ties that bind
two generations form a powerful alliance against contemporary evil.
Earnest, awkward and painfully shy, sixteen-year-old Assaf is having the worst summer of his life. With his big sister
gone and his best friend suddenly the most popular kid in their class, Assaf spends his days at a lowly summer job in
Jerusalem City Hall and his evenings alone, watching television and playing games on the Internet. One morning, Assaf's
routine is interrupted by an absurd assignment: to find the owner of a stray yellow labrador. Meanwhile on the other side
of the city, Tamar, a talented singer with a lonely, tempestuous soul, undertakes an equally unpromising mission: to
rescue a young drug addict from the Jerusalem underworld ... and, eventually, to find her dog.
A “stunning” portrait of life and love inside an insular Jewish community that “reads like an Orthodox Pride and Prejudice
. . . Rewardingly delightful” (Bust). London, 2008. Nineteen-year-old Chani Kaufman is betrothed to Baruch Levy, a
young man she’s seen only four times before their wedding day. All the cups of cold coffee and small talk with suitors
have led up to this moment. But the happiness Chani and Baruch feel is outweighed by their anxiety about the realities of
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married life; about whether they will be able to have fewer children than Chani’s mother, who has eight daughters; and
about the frightening, unspeakable secrets of the wedding night. Through the story of Chani and Baruch’s unusual
courtship, we meet a very different couple: Rabbi Chaim Zilberman and his wife, Rebbetzin Rivka Zilberman. As Chani
and Baruch prepare to share a lifetime, Chaim and Rivka struggle to keep their marriage alive—and all four, together with
the rest of the community, face difficult decisions about the place of faith and family in the contemporary world. Longlisted
for the Man Booker Prize and selected as an Amazon Best Book of the Month, The Marrying of Chani Kaufman is a
“deeply melodic and exciting” story that “will resonate with readers from all backgrounds” and “linger after the last
page” (Publishers Weekly).
Follows the life of six-year-old Jean-Luc during the Depression, living with his little sister and young mother after being
abandoned by his con-artist father.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on Englishlanguage literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of
beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with
the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its
overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Beautiful, materialistic Delilah Levy, married to a young rabbi, finds her life beginning to unravel because of the
temptations of the modern world and the incessant demands of her husband's congregation, her faith, and her life.
A Revealing and Intimate Story of What a Mother Will—and Will Not—Do for Her Daughters What kind of women do
daughters become when their fathers are missing and their mothers can’t love them? How do they find love and ways to
love themselves? Nearly three decades of secrets lie between Lola Ashby and the two girls she reluctantly raised. Now,
prompted by the one father figure she respects, older daughter Frankie agrees to drive from Portland to visit her ailing
mother, who abandoned the girls when they were in high school. When younger daughter Callie announces to Frankie
that she’s moving her fashion model career to Los Angeles from the East Coast, Frankie badgers her sister into meeting
up in the Idaho panhandle for a family reunion to dilute the impact of their mother’s indifference. However, on Frankie’s
first night on the road, the trip gets more complicated when a well-dressed elderly woman at a rest stop dumps a young
boy in her lap with a request to take him on to Montana. And Callie’s exit from Pittsburgh is fraught with its own shady
and violent difficulties. Meanwhile, Lola strengthens her resolve to keep the past and its secrets where they belong.
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of
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books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction,
romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including
Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.
So, then. You want a story and I will tell you one... Afghanistan, 1952. Abdullah and his sister Pari live in the small village
of Shadbagh. To Abdullah, Pari, as beautiful and sweet-natured as the fairy for which she was named, is everything.
More like a parent than a brother, Abdullah will do anything for her, even trading his only pair of shoes for a feather for
her treasured collection. Each night they sleep together in their cot, their skulls touching, their limbs tangled. One day the
siblings journey across the desert to Kabul with their father. Pari and Abdullah have no sense of the fate that awaits them
there, for the event which unfolds will tear their lives apart; sometimes a finger must be cut to save the hand. Crossing
generations and continents, moving from Kabul, to Paris, to San Francisco, to the Greek island of Tinos, Khaled Hosseini
writes about the bonds that define us and shape our lives, and how the choices we make resonate through history.
Naomi Ragen's first play, which premiered in July 2002 at Habima National Theater in Tel Aviv. It is based on a true
story: a Haredi (ultra-Orthodox) woman, wife of a rabbi, mother of 12, leaves her home and stays with a friend. The
community's "modesty squad" tries in vain to force her to go back. Her friend is physically attacked, her arm and leg
broken. The rabbi's wife is punished: she is cut off from her children, against her will.
The pampered daughter of a wealthy Hasidic businessman, Batsheva Ha-Levi grows up in the affluent suburbs of Los
Angeles. But everything changes when she turns eighteen and finds that her loving father has made a secret vow which
will shatter her life, forcing her to marry a man she hardly knows and sending her to the exotic, golden city of Jerusalem.
On her wedding day, she enters a strange and foreign world steeped in tradition and surrounded by myth. Shackled by
ancient rules, she soon understands that to survive she will have no choice but to fight for her freedom, to reconcile her
own need to live in the modern world with her ancestral obligations, and to choose between the three men who vie for her
body, her soul, and her love. Now a classic listed among the one hundred most important Jewish books of all time*,
Jephte's Daughter is bestselling author Naomi Ragen's beloved first novel. With poignancy and insight, it takes readers
on a groundbreaking and unforgettable journey inside the hidden world of women in the ultra-Orthodox Jewish
community. *100 Essential Books For Jewish Readers, Rabbi Daniel B. Sync and Lindy Frenkel Kanter
Inside the closed community of Borough Park, where most Chassidim live, the rules of life are very clear, determined by
an ancient script written thousands of years before down to the last detail-and abuse has never been a part of it. But
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when thirteen-year-old Gittel learns of the abuse her best friend has suffered at the hands of her own family member, the
adults in her community try to persuade Gittel, and themselves, that nothing happened. Forced to remain silent, Gittel
begins to question everything she was raised to believe. A richly detailed and nuanced book, one of both humor and
depth, understanding and horror, this story explains a complex world that remains an echo of its past, and illuminates the
conflict between yesterday's traditions and today's reality.
Follows the growing friendship between fifty-nine-year-old Kathleen, recently diagnosed with breast cancer, and the
slightly younger Joyce, increasingly distant from her teenage daughter and struggling to write a second novel.
A thought-provoking retelling of the Gospel story from an atheist perspective. Upon its hardcover publication, renowned
author Philip Pullman’s The Good Man Jesus and the Scoundrel Christ provoked heated debates and stirred a frenzy of
controversy throughout the clerical and literary worlds alike with its bold retelling of the life of Jesus Christ. In this
remarkable piece of fiction, famously atheistic author Philip Pullman challenges the events of the Gospels and puts
forward his own compelling and plausible version of the life of Jesus. Written with unstinting authority, The Good Man
Jesus and the Scoundrel Christ is a pithy, erudite, subtle, and powerful book by a beloved author, a text to be read and
reread, studied and unpacked, much like the Good Book itself. “The erudite fantasy author, Philip Pullman, makes
explicit his complaint against Christian dogma with [this] challenging deconstruction of the Gospels.” —Entertainment
Weekly “Inspiring . . . Again and again, [Pullman] displays a marvelous sense of the elemental power of Jesus’s
instructions and parables.” —The Washington Post
In Parables in Changing Contexts, new venues in the comparative study of parables are addressed by scholars of
Judaism, New Testament, Buddhism and Islam. Essays cover parables in the synoptic Gospels, Rabbinic midrash, and
parabolic tales and fables in the Babylonian Talmud.
Beautiful, fragile Dina Reich, a young woman in Jerusalem's ultra-Orthodox haredi enclave, stands accused of the
community's most unforgivable sin: adultery. Raised with her sisters to be an obedient daughter and a dutiful wife, Dina
secretly yearned for the knowledge, romance, and excitement that she knew her circumscribed life would never satisfy.
When her first romance is tragically thwarted, she willingly enters into an arranged marriage with a loving but painfully
quiet man. Dina's deeply repressed passions become impossible to ignore, finding a dangerous outlet in a sudden and
intense obsession with a married man, with terrible consequences. Exiled to New York City, Dina meets Joan, a modern
secular woman who challenges all she knows of the world and herself. Set against the exotic backdrop of Jerusalem's
glistening white stones and ancient rituals, Sotah is a contemporary story of the struggle to reconcile tradition with
freedom, and faith with love.
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The wolf gives his own outlandish version of what really happened when he tangled with the three little pigs.
Only the chosen shall seek. Sea levels have receded, exposing fertile, untouched land. Virgin soil that everyone in a
ravaged world is willing to fight for. Askala knows it needs to stake a claim if they're going to continue healing the Earth.
To do that, a team of Seekers will be sent to colonize it...and assimilate those who don't understand. This year, the
testing won't end at the Proving. Passing is no longer just about having a kind heart and a sharp mind. To spread
Askala's word, Seekers also need to survive in this harsh new world. New tests will determine who's strong and tough
enough to be the best of the best. Sam is determined to prove her father's vision is what the world needs. Mercy's about
to discover she's more like her mother than she realized. Hawk believes he was destined to be a Seeker, but does that
mean leaving the only girl he's ever loved? Luca knows he's never fitted in and isn't about to try. Who will pass and have
the honor or representing Askala? And how will a society founded on peace succeed in a world where violence is power?
Four teens are about to find out.
The extraordinary story of a sister who believes and a sister who rebels, set inside the most insular Hasidic sect, the
Satmar. Spanning four generations, from pre-World War II Transylvania, to 1960s Paris, to contemporary New York,
Markovits' masterful novel shows what happens when unwavering love and unyielding law clash--a rabbi will save himself
while his followers perish; a Gentile maid will be commanded to give up the boy she rescued because he is not of her
faith; two devoted sisters will be forced apart when one begins to question their religion's ancient doctrine. One sister
embraces and finds comfort in the constraints of the world she's always known, while the other knows she will suffocate
in a life without intellectual freedom. Separated by the rules of their community, the two sisters are brought together again
when a family secret threatens to make pariahs of them all. Dark, powerful, and utterly compelling, I Am Forbidden takes
us deep inside the minds of those who leave their restrictive environments, and deep into the souls of those who struggle
to stay.
Tamar Finegold is twenty-one years old, the happy, beautiful bride of a rising young Rabbi in one of Brooklyn's insulated,
ultra-Orthodox Jewish communities. Having married the man of her dreams and taken her place as a wife—and hopefully
soon-to-be mother—in her community, Tamar feels as though the world is at her feet. But her secure, predictable
existence is brought to an abrupt end when she is raped by an intruder. Fearing the unbearable stigma and threat to her
marriage that could result from telling the truth, Tamar makes a fateful decision that changes her life forever. Her feeling
that she did the only thing she could under the circumstances explodes when years later a shocking, undreamed of turn
of events finally forces her to confront her past, once and for all
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Revelations about a seemingly ordinary mother force her adult children to reexamine their
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lives in this “absorbing novel about family secrets” (The Dallas Morning News). Laura Bartone anticipates her annual
family reunion in Minnesota with a mixture of excitement and wariness. Yet this year’s gathering will prove to be much
more trying than either she or her siblings imagined. As soon as she arrives, Laura realizes that something is not right
with her sister. Forever wrapped up in events of long ago, Caroline is the family’s restless black sheep. When Caroline
confronts Laura and their brother, Steve, with devastating allegations about their mother, the three have a difficult time
reconciling their varying experiences in the same house. But a sudden misfortune will lead them all to face the past, their
own culpability, and their common need for love and forgiveness. Readers have come to love Elizabeth Berg for the
“lucent beauty of [her] prose, the verity of her insights, and the tenderness of her regard for her fellow human” (Booklist).
In The Art of Mending, her most profound and emotionally satisfying novel to date, she confronts some of the deepest
mysteries of life, as she explores how even the largest sins can be forgiven by the smallest gestures, and how grace can
come to many through the trials of one. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Elizabeth Berg's Once Upon a
Time, There Was You.
"Have you ever read The Book of Ruth and wondered what Ruth's life was like before she met Mahlon ... and after?
Enter into Ruth's world as it could have happened in this captivating novel based on The Book of Ruth ... Discover God's
love and provision for you as you experience the stories of Abraham, Lot, Tamar, Rahab and many others whose lives
were entwined with Ruth's and unfold in the pages of this novel"--Page 4 of cover.
** Winner of the 2020 Jewish Fiction Award ** “A novel of wisdom and uncertainty, of love in its greater and lesser forms,
and of the struggle between how it should be and how it is. It is impossible not to be moved.” —Amy Bloom, author of
White Houses "This book brings the reader into the heart of a close-knit Jewish family and their joys, loves, and sorrows .
. . A marvelous book by a masterful writer.” —Audrey Niffenegger, author of Her Fearful Symmetry and The Time
Traveler’s Wife "As beautiful as it is unexpected.” —Claire Messud, author of The Burning Girl Through one woman's life
at a moment of surprising change, the award-winning author Goldie Goldbloom tells a deeply affecting, morally insightful
story and offers a rare look inside Brooklyn's Chasidic community On Division Avenue, just a block or two up from the
East River in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, Surie Eckstein is soon to be a great-grandmother. Her ten children range in age
from thirteen to thirty-nine. Her in-laws, postwar immigrants from Romania, live on the first floor of their house. Her
daughter Tzila Ruchel lives on the second. She and Yidel, a scribe in such demand that he makes only a few Torah
scrolls a year, live on the third. Wed when Surie was sixteen, they have a happy marriage and a full life, and, at the ages
of fifty-seven and sixty-two, they are looking forward to some quiet time together. Into this life of counted blessings comes
a surprise. Surie is pregnant. Pregnant at fifty-seven. It is a shock. And at her age, at this stage, it is an aberration, a shift
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in the proper order of things, and a public display of private life. She feels exposed, ashamed. She is unable to share the
news, even with her husband. And so for the first time in her life, she has a secret—a secret that slowly separates her
from the community. Into this life of counted blessings comes a surprise. Surie is pregnant. Pregnant at fifty-seven. It is a
shock. And at her age, at this stage, it is an aberration, a shift in the proper order of things, and a public display of private
life. She feels exposed, ashamed. She is unable to share the news, even with her husband. And so for the first time in
her life, she has a secret—a secret that slowly separates her from the community.
The complete biblical historical fiction compilation by the New York Times bestselling author of Redeeming Love and A
Voice in the Wind. The Bible is filled with inspiring stories of unlikely candidates God chose to change eternity. This
bestselling compilation in one volume contains five novellas about such people—women in the family tree of Jesus Christ.
Tamar. Rahab. Ruth. Bathsheba. Mary. Each was faced with extraordinary—even scandalous—challenges. But they had
courage. They lived daring lives. Sometimes they made mistakes—big mistakes. And yet God, in His infinite mercy, used
them to bring forth the Christ, the Savior of the world. Their stories still hold great meaning and inspiration for us today.
Tamar risked her life and her reputation to be the woman she was called to be. See how God uses our circumstances
and our steps toward Him, however faltering, to fulfill His plan. Rahab was exploited by men who saw only her beauty,
yet she held fast to her faith in God and was rewarded. Discover how God seeks and finds those whose hearts are
tender toward Him, no matter how far away they are. Ruth’s loyalty, especially toward her mother-in-law Naomi, helped
her to persevere in the face of tragedy, and God gave her a second chance at love. Be encouraged that God will provide
even when all hope seems lost. Bathsheba’s scandalous affair with David did not end in one night. Learn that God is
willing to restore those lost in the depths of despair who call out to Him. Mary is one of the most revered women in
history. But first, she was an ordinary woman striving to please God in the same way that women still do today. When
God spoke, Mary responded in obedience which changed the world forever. Each novella includes an in-depth Bible
study perfect for personal reflection or group discussion.
When she discovers the truth about her Aunt Rose, who, in the 1950s, committed an unforgivable act, Rivka, growing up
in a strict ultra-Orthodox family, sets off on a dangerous adventure to find her, which sets in motion a chain of events that
stirs up the ghosts of the past and alters the future. 50,000 first printing.
Beautiful, materialistic Delilah Levy, married to a young rabbi, finds her life beginning to unravel because of the incessant
demands of her husband's congregation, her faith, and her life, and the temptations of the modern world. By the author of
The Covenant. Reprint. 75,000 first printing.
When life is at its best, the unimaginable can shatter everything you think you know... Abigail Samuels has no reason to
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feel anything but joy on the morning her life falls apart. The epitome of the successful Jewish American woman, she is
married to a well-known and respected accountant and is in the middle of planning her daughter Kayla's wedding. Kayla,
too, wakes up that morning with the world in the palm of her hand. Having lived the charmed life of a well-loved child from
a happy family, she is bright, pretty, a Harvard law student who has never really questioned the path she found herself
on. With a shocking suddenness, all that is smashed to pieces in ways they could never have dreamed. When a
heartbroken Kayla runs away to a desert commune run by a charismatic mystic, Abigail rushes to save her, only to find
that there is nothing more whole than a broken heart.
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and commentary."—Los Angeles Times Book Review, Best Books of 1999
Acclaimed for its masterful new translation and insightful commentary, The David Story is a fresh, vivid rendition of one of the
great works in Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant translation gives us David, the beautiful, musical hero who slays Goliath
and, through his struggles with Saul, advances to the kingship of Israel. But this David is also fully human: an ambitious,
calculating man who navigates his life's course with a flawed moral vision. The consequences for him, his family, and his nation
are tragic and bloody. Historical personage and full-blooded imagining, David is the creation of a literary artist comparable to the
Shakespeare of the history plays.
Joseph Heller's powerful, wonderfully funny, deeply moving novel is the story of David -- yes, King David -- but as you've never
seen him before. You already know David as the legendary warrior king of Israel, husband of Bathsheba, and father of Solomon;
now meet David as he really was: the cocky Jewish kid, the plagiarized poet, and the Jewish father. Listen as David tells his own
story, a story both relentlessly ancient and surprisingly modern, about growing up and growing old, about men and women, and
about man and God. It is quintessential Heller.
“Magisterial and glorious” (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette), the first full authoritative biography of Dorothy Day—American icon, radical
pacifist, Catholic convert, and advocate for the homeless—is “a vivid account of her political and religious development” (Karen
Armstrong, The New York Times). After growing up in a conservative middle-class Republican household and working several
years as a left-wing journalist, Dorothy Day converted to Catholicism and became an anomaly in American life for the next fifty
years. As an orthodox Catholic, political radical, and a rebel who courted controversy, she attracted three generations of admirers.
A believer in civil disobedience, Day went to jail several times protesting the nuclear arms race. She was critical of capitalism and
US foreign policy, and as skeptical of modern liberalism as political conservatism. Her protests began in 1917, leading to her arrest
during the suffrage demonstration outside President Wilson’s White House. In 1940 she spoke in Congress against the draft and
urged young men not to register. She told audiences in 1962 that the US was as much to blame for the Cuban missile crisis as
Cuba and the USSR. She refused to hear any criticism of the pope, though she sparred with American bishops and priests who
lived in well-appointed rectories while tolerating racial segregation in their parishes. Dorothy Day is the exceptional biography of a
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dedicated modern-day pacifist, an outspoken advocate for the poor, and a lifelong anarchist. This definitive and insightful account
is “a monumental exploration of the life, legacy, and spirituality of the Catholic activist” (Spirituality & Practice).
In a new world isolated by a rising, toxic sea, a single bridge connects Askala to the Outlands. Those who remain will need to pass
a Proving to determine if they have the intelligence and heart to champion the future of their broken Earth. Those who succeed will
become Bound, the ones chosen to breed. Those who fail, are Unbound. Free of responsibility, but robbed of their ability to bear
children.Four young lives are born into this world. Magnus and Callix, two brothers determined to uphold this new order. Two
brothers in love with the same girl.Amity, the one who must make the impossible choice. And Mercy, the girl who no one sees, but
sees it all.As a new threat to Askala emerges, secrets will be revealed and the fight for survival will become their biggest challenge
yet. Life is fragile. Love will refuse to be denied.Sacrifice will be inevitable.Lovers of Divergent, The Hunger Games and The Maze
Runner will be blown away by the breathtaking new series from USA Today best-selling author Tamar Sloan and award-winning
author Heidi Catherine.
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